Our Mission: To enhance the value of the student experience at the UC Davis Graduate School of Management by creating a collaborative community that facilitates academic, social, and professional growth. We infuse energy into every activity while building a reputation of innovation and excellence.

AGENDA

1. Welcome and General Announcements (Brooke)
   
   *We’re a go on picnic day.*
   
   *The silverware is still in the lounge, Yeah!*

2. Officer updates/outstanding issues (all)
   
   *Ming: Faculty feedback has gone well.*

3. Club Presidents response to funding, partnering on events, etc. (Ming)
   
   *Ming will now be tracking which clubs have done an event each quarter, and she will be following up with clubs at the end of the quarter to see what events they’ve done.*

   *ASM will host a meeting of the club presidents to discuss event hosting, web site updates, using the club calendar, club synergies, etc.*

4. Connections – better? (Ming)

5. BBQ Schedule for Clean-up from now on (Brian)
   
   *Net impact will be hosting a sustainable bbq. It will be used as a trial to see if we would like to make all bbqs sustainable in the future.*

6. Snow Day (Brian/Mike)
   
   *We currently are about $200 short for snow day. The ASM is subsidizing the event with $500, which will be used for the shortage and dinner.*

7. Faculty vs student bowling (Brian)
   
   *Currently planning for spring.*

8. Room reservations – notice to students that rooms are released after 10 minutes

9. Picnic Day – lunch sales – location of pick-up, price for bag, blanket, Frisbee (?), cap amount, sending out link to website, hours for ASM board and other volunteers.
Eventbright is up and running for picnic day. Lunches will be sold separate from the picnic baskets, and totes and blankets will be sold separately. The first 50 people to pick up their orders will get a Frisbee.

Lunches will be distributed from 11-1

ASM will gather at the GSM around 9:30.

10. Future items:
   - Further donations of wine
   - Casino Royale – venues, dates, committee, etc.